Every design choice will have different effects on different units. However traditional A/B tests are often underpowered to identify these heterogeneous effects. This is especially true when the set of unit-level attributes is highdimensional and our priors are weak about which particular covariates are important. However, there are often observational data sets available that are orders of magnitude larger. We propose a method to combine these two data sources to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects. First, we use observational time series data to estimate a mapping from covariates to unit-level effects. These estimates are likely biased but under some conditions the bias preserves unit-level relative rank orderings. If these conditions hold, we only need sufficient experimental data to identify a monotonic, one-dimensional transformation from observationally predicted treatment effects to real treatment effects. This reduces power demands greatly and makes the detection of heterogeneous effects much easier. As an application, we show how our method can be used to improve Facebook page recommendations.
INTRODUCTION
Experimentation and data-grounded approaches to the design of products, websites and services have become immensely popular in the internet industry [28, 3] . This is for a very good reason: when decision-makers employ experimentation they have a far greater chance of making good decisions than with observation alone [22, 4, 20, 19, 6] . Standard experimentation techniques are often used to evaluate whether a particular policy works on average but decisionmakers and analysts are increasingly interested in how their designs will affect different groups [13] . Understanding this heterogeneity is particularly important when a design is too expensive to give to the whole population (and so should Submitted to WWW '17 Perth, Australia ACM ISBN NA. DOI: NA be given to the subset that will benefit the most) or when it has positive effects for some, but may not be appropriate for others. Our contribution is to discuss how analysts can combine experimental with observational data to help solve the personalization problem.
Traditional methods have allowed analysts to specify exante interesting subgroups [13, 17] and look for differences. More modern work in machine learning, statistics and econometrics has begun to focus on streamlining this process. The methods automatically find heterogeneous groups using a variety of tricks such as non-parametric procedures [10, 26] , regularized regression [18] , trees [14, 25] , causal trees and forests [2, 27] , deep neural networks [24] , 'virtual twin' analyses [11] and mixtures of models [15] .
However, these automated searches are difficult. In many important domains average effects are small (relative to noise), the set of unit-level covariates is high-dimensional and we lack a priori knowledge about which covariates are important predictors of heterogeneity. The combination of these conditions means that to identify heterogeneous effects precisely experiments have to be very large and, in general, prohibitively costly [21] . In contrast to expensive experimental data, observational data is often available in much larger quantities especially in applications such as medicine, online commerce or social media. Our contribution is to investigate whether we can combine this observational data with experiments to help learn the mapping from unit-level features to heterogeneous effects.
Our general approach can be described by the heuristic "larger correlations suggest larger causal effects." We learn a mapping from unit-level covariates to the size of the unitlevel causal effect that we get from using time series observational data. We then use this mapping as a rank-preserving transformation of the true causal effects. Of course our heuristic is not always applicable and we discuss the statistical assumptions on the data generating process under which the statement above is true.
Statistical assumptions are useful but often they are abstract and so analysts need guidelines for when they are likely to hold or not. In general, this requires domain knowledge and reasoning. We focus on a real world application: recommendations of pages to users on Facebook. We present a stylized model of user behavior and argue that under reasonable assumptions on this behavioral model the required statistical assumptions are satisfied. Of course, the final arbiter of such questions is data so we re-analyze an existing product A/B test to show that indeed observational data seems to provide a useful prior for experimentally estimated causal effects.
We note that our observational approach is not intended to supplant the approaches surveyed above. Rather, we view observational data as a complement to, not a substitute for, randomized trials. In practice, we suggest that the observationally predicted treatment effect for each unit be added as a feature into an analyst's favorite heterogeneous treatment effect procedure.
There is a cost here: adding another feature raises the complexity of the machine learning procedure. There is also a benefit: if the conditions on the data generating processes we outline here are satisfied the benefits in predictive power may be large. We argue that if the covariate space is already large, the effect on model complexity is negligible [12] and so the cost is likely to be small while the benefit in terms of reducing experimental power requirements may be quite large.
THE BASIC SETUP
We work with the following situation: we have units indexed by i, time indexed by t, a continuous variable of interest x and a continuous outcome variable y. We have a treatment which can change the value of x by one and we are interested in personalizing the choice of whether a particular unit (i.e. group or individual) with a given covariate profile should or should not receive the treatment (perhaps the treatment has a cost or finite supply).
To model this we assume each unit has a linear 1 response: when we raise xi by one, y will increase by βi. To complete the model, we assume there is a (potentially high dimensional) space of covariates C and each unit has a covariate profile ci. Note that this covariate is assumed fixed per unit and not affected by policy choices.
There is a (potentially probabilistic) mapping f from covariates to treatment effects βi = f (ci) and the key to doing good personalization is to learn this mapping.
One way to estimate f is to run a very large experiment. We can raise x by one unit in treatment (leaving the control as is) and estimate the function
using off-the-shelf methods [26, 18, 14, 25, 2, 27, 24, 11, 15] . However, when treatment effects are relatively small and covariate space is large this technique will require quite large and expensive experiments.
On the other hand, highly granular observational data is often available in large quantities in online applications and increasingly also in the domains of medicine and public policy. We now discuss how to incorporate this observational data to help make the process of estimating heterogenous causal effects easier.
Suppose that the real data generating process is given by the structural equations . 1 We assume linearity because in many cases of interest our treatment will have relatively small effects on x and thus we are interested in the locally linear approximation of the true response function.
Here we have that and η are error terms independent of all the other variables, U is some time varying unobserved variables (which in general can be a vector but for ease of notation we write as a scalar quantity), µ and θ are unobserved variables that are fixed at the unit level. For simplicity, all of these variables are mean 0 with finite variances.
Note that this is without loss of generality as we could include some observed variables V t i , then the way to apply the method below is simply to use not the original x and y but x and y conditional on V (ie. the residuals). For the rest of this paper we assume all variables other than x and y are unobserved by the analyst.
Suppose that for a large set of units i we have observational data for x and y coming from a time series with periods t ∈ {1, . . . , T } where T is large. Denote each daily data point for each unit as (x t i , y t i ). This is the standard panel data set up, however standard panel data techniques are generally interested in learning the average causal effect, not individualized ones [1] .
What happens if we take this data and run a separate linear regression, including an intercept, for each unit? For simplicity we assume that T is very large, so we can work with the population quantities free of uncertainty. First note that the panel aspect of our data means we can ignore µi and θi in the analyses that follow. This is because E(x) = θi and E(y) = µi + βiµi. Both of these quantities are fixed within units and thus picked up by the intercept term of each unit-specific linear regression.
Let us focus on the more interesting question: the coefficient on x in each of our unit level regressions. We will call this our observationally estimated causal effectβi.
We don't observe U and so our estimatedβi will not be equal to βi due to omitted variable bias [1, 6] . We abuse notation a bit and let Xi be demeaned vector of observations of x for unit i (similarly for Yi). Recall that the coefficient βi is the solution to the least squares problem
We can substitute the structural equation for y (ignoring µ and θ because they have been picked up by removing the means) into the above to get
which after some algebra turns in to
where the last step comes from the fact that x and u are scalar. This is an important example of the difference between prediction problems and interventional problems [6] , [23] . xiβi is the best unbiased linear predictor of yi but it is not an estimate of the causal effect β for the same reason that knowing the number of units of ice cream sold on a given day can predict how many people will drown in swimming pools on that day but that that banning ice cream (an intervention) will likely not affect drownings by nearly as much as the observational regression would suggest.
The bias term here is the quantity of interest for us. Suppose that we have two units i, j and we have that βi > βj. If
γj then we are guaranteed to havê βi >βj. If this condition holds for any such i, j thenβ derived from observational time series data will be a rank preserving estimate of β. In other words, if "bigger causal effects imply bigger bias" then "larger correlation effects imply larger causation."
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In such a caseβi is a sufficient statistic for targeting budget constrained interventions (ie. when we can only afford to give the intervention to some percentage of the population). This also means that if we can learn a function g which maps covariates ci toβi then this function will be a monotonic transformation of the true heterogeneous effects function f .
In practice, we suggest learning g by estimating a set of {β1, . . . ,βN } for a large number of units using time series data and then using any standard machine learning technique to learn E(β | c).
Note that the existence of time series data is what make our job here possible because it allows us to remove time invariant unit-level effects. Without multiple observations per unit, it would theoretically be possible to perform a similar procedure but the assumptions required would be much stronger as we would need much more complex conditions on the covariance structure between µ, θ, u and β to hold.
Recall that our motivation is environments where observational data is plentiful but experimental data is sparse. Thus, if our assumptions above are satisfied, once we have g we only need to use experimental data to learn a one dimensional transformation h fromβ to β rather than the full, high dimensional function f (figure 1). There is no way to check whether the assumptions underlying our procedure hold or not using observational data only. However, we are not advocating that observational data replace experiments. When analyzing real results, analysts will likely already be using a technique to look for heterogeneous treatment effects using C as a feature space.
Our argument is simply that the analyst should addĝ(c) (the unit level predicted value ofβ), to the set of unit-level features. In the worst case, this increases the complexity of the heterogeneous effect model slightly (assuming C is already high dimensional). In the best case, our assumptions hold exactly,ĝ(c) is a perfect monotonic transformation of f (c) and thus usingĝ(c) as a feature greatly reduces experimental power requirements.
2 Note that this is a sufficient, but not necessarily condition. It is necessary that ∂bias ∂β > −1 however this doesn't make for as catchy one sentence explanations or as simple to describe behavioral assumptions.
APPLICATION: FACEBOOK PAGE REC-OMMENDATIONS
We now walk through an example where observational estimates can be helpful to analysts interested in understanding heterogeneous effects in the real world. We focus on personalization of Facebook's page recommendation engine. Pages are non-user entities on Facebook than can post content (e.g. news sites, blogs, certain celebrities). People can 'Like' a page to connect to it. Liking a page makes posts that the page creates eligible to appear in the liker's News Feed. Helping users connect to content they care about can greatly improve their experience on the site, therefore Facebook employs recommendations to suggest relevant pages to users. These recommendations can show up in a user's News Feed in the form of 'Pages You May Like' units ( figure 2 for an example).
Facilitating these connections has costs. There is opportunity cost (various 'Recommended Page' units take up space on the News Feed) and there is a related user experience cost (users who do not want or need more connections can be inconvenienced or annoyed). Thus, unlike in the standard recommender system setting where the question of interest is which page should we suggest [5] , an equally important question for us to address is: which users' experience will be improved the most by additional page recommendations? In the fall of 2015 Facebook tested a new type of recommendation -this unit would show a 'representative' post from a page in a user's news Feed (with a header of 'Recommended For You'). To construct these recommendations Facebook's standard recommender systems were used and only user-page pairs that had very high similarity scores according to this system were eligible for this new recommendation system. Other aspects of the recommendation unit's design were also fine tuned such that the recommendation was lightweight and did not detract from user experience.
To gauge whether this unit improved user experience, Facebook performed a standard A/B test on randomly chosen users. Approximately 8 million people were eligible for this test (eligibility required that the underlying recommender systems were confident in their suggestions of potential new pages) and approximately 400, 000 were randomly chosen to see the new recommendation units.
We will now show that in this example observationally estimated causal effects (from time series data) do indeed predict true causal effects estimated via an intervention.
Behavioral Model
First we discuss a microeconomic model of the world to get an intuition for whether the heuristic of "larger correlations imply larger causal effects" requires very stringent assumptions to hold or whether it is possible for this to be true in a stylized but realistic model. The ultimate judge of the effectiveness of our assumption will be data, but the model here is useful for gaining an intuition about our chances of success.
We define x t i as a user's page inventory supply. This is the number of posts that all pages that he or she is connected to (ie. has selected to be a fan of) have made on a given day. Note that not all of a users' page inventory is necessarily viewed or engaged with by that user.
For our outcome variable y t i , we will use overall time spent on Facebook by that user, on any desktop or mobile device. We will call this user i's demand for Facebook on day t. We choose time spent as our measure of demand because there are many ways that a piece of page inventory could be interesting to a user: page inventory can be consumed passively (e.g. just by reading an article or watching a video). It can also lead a user to engage with similar content, the user can discuss the article in the comments section or in a group or reshare it to their friends. Asking whether a piece of inventory increases the total time spent on Facebook captures all of these various ways that piece of content can improve a user's experience.
Thus, we are interested in learning the mapping from c to β because individuals with large β are ones who can benefit the most from additional page inventory in terms of increase their demand (as opposed to users who would not find page posts very interesting or those that already have more than enough inventory and would not benefit from any more).
Let us consider a simple model for demand and supply. Suppose there is a single dimension on which individuals differ, which we'll call their affinity for Facebook denoted ai. This dimension affects baseline demand for Facebook (because more active people have more friends and find more use from the platform) as well as their supply of page inventory (because more active people fan more pages). For clarity, we also assume that higher a implies higher β. This would be true in a world where effects were different because latent heterogeneity is on a multiplicative scale. This dimension is latent and unobserved in our data directly.
We also assume there is a time varying unobservable e t which is a property of a day. We call this the day's 'event worthyness' -high e days means that more things have happened on that day. This is another unobserved variable and we assume e affects x and y as follows. First, higher e days increase the demand y through channels that are unrelated to page inventory supply (for example, by making it more attractive to come to Facebook to talk about the day's events either due to the individuals' own choices or due to the fact that more friends are posting and discussing). Second, higher e affects page inventory supply because higher e days cause pages to create more content. Writing this in terms of our linear structural equations gives:
and
Running unit level regressions gives estimateŝ
where the bias term can be rewritten by substituting the structural equation for x as
Since higher a implies higher β we also need the bias term to be increasing in a. It seems reasonable to assume that in our model ψ and γ are both increasing in a. The former because we have made the assumption that more active people fan more pages (and thus their inventory supply is more affected by the occurrence of some event) and the latter because people with higher baseline affinity are more likely to have more friends and also to be more active on Facebook in general (thus events are more likely to generate additional demand for a user with high affinity than one with low affinity).
Therefore, to get the bias term to grow in a we need that in general γ(a)ψ(a) grows at a faster rate than ψ(a)
2 . Thus, we need γ(a) to grow faster in a than ψ(a). This would imply in our case that the impact of affinity on baseline demand is larger than the impact of increasing affinity on page inventory supply.
There are many things that affect Facebook demand (for example friends, groups joined, baseline like of Facebook, local community norms, quality of internet connection and page inventory supply). Higher a likely increases all of these things and this total effect is what is captured in γ. On the other hand, ψ captures only one piece of that sum. Thus, in our model the growth conditions above seem quite reasonable.
Again, we note that the purpose of this modeling exercise is to gain intuition, not claim that we've modeled the true data generating process. Rather by putting a stylized structure on the data generating process we can understand whether there is any chance that our statistical conditions hold and that our observationally estimated effect is related to our true causal effect. The ultimate arbiter will always be the data and that is what we turn to next.
Estimatingβ(c)
We now estimate our observational causal effect. To do this, we take a random, deidentified, sample of 120 million Facebook users. We then computeβi for each of the users by running the panel regressions as described above on 60 days of (y t i , x t i ) pairs with the definitions of y and x as in our behavioral model. This gives us our set of user-level coefficientsβi. We estimate the function E(β | ci) using off the shelf machine learning.
Due to outliers, skew and noise in the estimates ofβ we change the regression problem to a classification problem. Instead of learning a predictor for continuous heterogenous treatment effects we perform a version of quantile regression [1] and give a user a label of 1 if their estimatedβi is in the top 20% of all estimatedβi and 0 otherwise. This also allows us to gauge our machine learning using AUC as a metric (which is more interpretable than MSE) as well as removes outliers (some estimated effects are very large or very small due to the fact that the first stage procedure is quite noisy).
For c we take a large set of user-level covariates (these are standard covariates that analysts at Facebook have found useful including but not limited to average amounts of inventory of various kinds, engagements per content type, time spent, etc -the full set of features is too long to enumerate here) and use the Facebook machine learning stack which uses gradient boosted decision trees as feature transformers followed by a final linear layer (see [16] for more details) to train a classifier using these features. The classifier gives us our functionĝ. Note that now the output of the classifier is the probability that a unit with covariate profile ci is in the top quantile of treatment effects. This is ok because we are not looking for actual numbers (because we don't believe that β =β) but rather a rank ordering of units, which this probability provides.
Testingβ(c)
We now turn to verifying whether these observational estimates predict treatment effects in the product test described above. As our outcome measure we look at the total time spent over 1 week of the experiment. To improve statistical power we transform the variable by taking natural logs and difference out 1 week of pre-treatment time spent per unit (so our outcome variable is ∆y rather than just y). Because our outcome measure is so highly autocorrelated and right skewed these two transformations increase statistical power dramatically. We now ask: is there an increasing relationship between our learned E(β | c) and the actual treatment effect in the experiment? Figure 3 shows that the answer is yes. Stratifying the experimental population by predicted treatment effects shows an increasing relationship betweenĝ(c) and the actual treatment effect (the average difference in treatment and control). Note that the error bars are quite large because even though there are approximately 8 million people in the control group, there are only approximately 400, 000 people in the treatment group and the experiment involves a very small change in the user experience.
We can also show this effect in a linear regression. We regress demand during the experimental period on an intercept, a treatment 0, 1 dummy, the predicted treatment effect, the interaction of the treatment dummy and the observationally predicted treatment effect and the pre-experiment unit-level demand (again this last term is just to reduce variance). We find a highly significant interaction (p<.01; thus confirming the visual impression of Figure 3 ).
CONCLUSION
Estimating heterogeneous effects is an important but very difficult problem. It is particularly difficult when the set of unit-level covariates is large and priors about which ones are important are weak. We have shown a method that uses observational data to get an estimate for true heterogeneity in causal effects. Our method requires assumptions on the data generating process, but we have discussed how analysts can think through whether these assumptions are likely to be satisfied in practice. In addition, we have argued that the cost of including an additional variable (the observationally predicted treatment effect) in experimental analyses is likely small but the gain is potentially large. We have shown that this is true on a real world task.
There are many possible extensions to our method. From the applied side we think that incorporating observational and experimental data into a single end-to-end training pro- cedure (rather than step-wise as we do) is an interesting direction for future work. From the statistical side we have made strong assumptions about the data generating process to get our results. However whether there are weaker assumptions which yield weaker but nonetheless useful results about the relationship between observationally and experimentally estimated treatment effects remains open. The method presented here bears conceptual resemblance to recent work on combining survey results from a probability sample and a biased sample using 'data enriched' linear regression [8] . It seems to us that both our work here and the results discussed there fit into the much larger growing literature on semisupervised learning [29] , [9] or multitask learning [7] . The idea behind such approaches is that machine learning can be made more efficient by performing multiple tasks at the same time.
The intuition behind why this can occur is that representations of the data learned from doing one task can be useful for other related tasks (for example the embedding of images learned from classifying whether a picture contains a cat may also be useful to detect whether an picture contains a dog). Viewed in this framework, our method uses the observational task to represents each unit by a scalar (the observationally estimated causal effect), However, we could also imagine training the map from c toβ using a neural network and, instead of using the predictions as the feature of interest for our experimental heterogeneous effects classifier we could use some intermediate representation of the unit features learned from the neural network. This seems like a promising avenue for future work.
It's hard to make good decisions without data and recent years have seen an explosion in the scope and complexity of data that decision-makers can use. However, data by itself is useless without methods to process it. We hope that our research contributes to both the theoretical and applied aspects of this vital discussion.
